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GCH McGuires Elliott Ness 

Elliott in New York 



 

 
“Elliott” 

 
Our “cover” dog. 

 

CGH McGuires Elliott Ness, lovingly called Elliott. 

 
Elliott was owned and shown by his devoted owner, Sherri McGuire.  Her daughter Selena Fowler also helped 
show Elliott.  They went to New York to the Westminster Show, picture on cover page.   We all get that once in 
a lifetime “heart dog” and Elliott was Sherri’s.  Elliott has crossed the rainbow bridge but will forever be a 
special dog for many humans in addition to Sherri and Selena.  He was a kind, gentle and handsome boy.  The 
above photo is Elliott at 4 months old.  Thank you Sherri for sharing this wonderful boy with so many of us 
who adored him. 



 
 
 

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!! 
 

Introducing our new Board Members for 2018 
 
 

  
                  2018 Officers:                            2018 Directors 
      
President:        Evelyn Jones    JonEscents@aol.com           Lisa Jones (2018)    
Vice President:          Lyn Sherman    lynsherman@aol.com          Sherri McGuire (2018)   
Treasurer:                 Lynne Aguirre  Lacrackers@aol.com           Desiree Pickney (2019)                                                                                  
Recording Sec:         Stacy Matson   BloodhoundsWest@msn.com                       Charleen Eden (2019) 
Corresponding Sec: Jan Stallings      rupaulcc@yahoo,com           Marti Michalis (2019) 
            
 
 
 
Thank you to our outgoing board for your participation and assistance in this club.  
Welcome to our new officers and directors. 
 
 
 
New club email:  bloodhoundswestsouthernchapter@aol.com 
Please use the above e-mail for any questions, concerns or ideas. 

mailto:bloodhoundswestsouthernchapter@aol.com


From Your President 
 

Hi Fellow Bloodhound West Southern Chapter Members, 

 

It is already 2018.  Where does the time go?  I hope everyone had a great holiday season.  If you made any 

New Year's resolutions don't forget to include your pet in your plans to be a better you.   Being as good as your 

dog thinks you are is a great resolution and you can even include your dog in more activities and 

playtime.  Dogs are a great stress reliever and time spent with your dog not only improves your life but also 

improves your pet's life.  

 

Speaking of goals for 2018...BWSC had our first meeting of the new year.   The annual meeting was held on 

Sat. Jan. 6, 2018 in Indio, CA at the Palm Springs Kennel Club.  We had 16 members in attendance at our 

brunch meeting before the bloodhounds were to be in the ring.   Weather was beautiful, location superb, food 

delicious,  time to visit with old friends, make new friends and on top of that we had a good, timely and 

productive meeting.  

 

The results of our 2018 election were announced and the results of the election are in the newsletter.   Thank 

you for all the officers and directors whose terms were completed.  Barb Copeland, Marti Secor, Jill Beniak, 

Debbie Stephens, and Judy Walker.  All of these individuals put in time and effort in improving our club in the 

past...and know your dedication will continue in the future.  Thank you for your service to BWSC and 

bloodhounds during your time on the board.  Your time, ideas, and input has been appreciated.  Welcome to 

Jan Stalling, Charleen Eden, and Marti Michalis as they start their term on the board.  We are looking forward 

to new ideas and enthusiasm as we work to continue expanding and  improving our club.  Remember....we are 

all volunteers....we are all trying to do our best for the club and welcome any ideas or comments from all 

members.  

 

We have a new Awards Program.  Details about the award program can be found later in this newsletter.  This 

program is still in the planning stages but...we will be having certificates and awards for any AKC title received 

in 2017.  

 

An old fashioned Bloodhound Fun Day is in the planning stages at Featherly Park in the Corona area for later 

in the year.   We are looking for fall dates for this activity.  We will keep you posted.  

 

The 2nd annual pool party is being planned at Ruff House Dog Resort in Riverside.  Marti Michalis is in charge 

of this event.  The tentative date for the pool party is late spring.  

The Pet Expo is coming up in the spring.  The dates are April 27,28,29 at the Orange County 

Fairgrounds.  The club has a booth at this event to inform and educate the public about our wonderful breed of 

dogs.  This event is an extremely important aspect of our club.  It takes many teams of people and dogs to 

man the booth for the three days but it is also one of the most rewarding experiences you can perform in letting 

the public get to know our breed up close and personal.    Let Marti Michalis know if you are interested in 



helping with this event at Michalis@cox.net or contact Evelyn Jones at JonEscents@aol.com or 

bloodhoundswestsouthernchapter@aol.com. 

The Hound Show is coming up in April in Orange County.  The Northern Chapter of Bloodhounds West is 

sponsoring the regional for 2018.   This event will be in October at Del Valle Kennel Club in Northern 

California.   Mark your calendar and plan on attending the regional.  You will not be sorry.   Lots of dogs, 

friends...old and new, activities, food, games, raffles, prizes, dog shows, demonstrations and FUN.  More 

information will be in the next newsletter.  

 

Remember....this is your club.   If you have any ideas, comments, concerns, or questions please reach out to 

me or anyone on the board.   We hope to grow in membership, participation, encouraging ALL venues of dog 

sports, and be more welcoming to ALL bloodhound owners. 

Hug your hounds, 

Evelyn Jones 

President, BWSC 

JonEscents@aol.com 

bloodhoundswestsouthernchapter@aol.com. 

 

NEW PROGRAM:    

 

 

RECOGNITION OF TITLE HOLDERS
 
Have you and your dog attained any AKC titles in 2017? 
 
Bloodhounds West Southern Chapter is starting a new RECOGNITION OF TITLE HOLDERS  program. 
It is still in the early stages but we plan to implement it this year and will be awarding titles earned in 
2017.    Each  dog  that earns an AKC title will receive a nice award. 
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Rules: 
 
Must be a member of Bloodhounds West Southern Chapter 
Dog must be a bloodhound 
One award per dog per year/for a nominal fee a duplicate award may be available for co-owned dogs 
A certificate for every title attained per year 
Must inform the club of titles by Jan 31 of following year 
Proof of title verification may be required 
 
Send notification of your AKC titles  to Evelyn Jones 951-544-7370 or JonEscents@aol.com 
or bloodhoundswestsouthernchapter@aol.com 
 
Have fun and get out and earn some titles with your dog for 2018.  
 
  
This Achievement Award program is a work in progress.    We will let you know of changes or details as we 
move forward.  
 
 
 

Thank you Barb Copeland for coming up with this program 
and being instrumental in it's implementation. 

 
 
 

Have You Ever Wondered... 

 
 What makes bloodhounds good detectives? 

 How powerful is a bloodhound's sense of smell? 

 How does a bloodhound track a missing person? 

 
 
Dog lovers insist that dogs are “man's best friend," and this is certainly true when it comes to hunting. For 

centuries, hunters have relied on dogs for assistance. 

 

For example, "gun dogs" (sometimes called "bird dogs") help hunters by locating prey and retrieving it once it 

has been shot. Hounds help by tracking or chasing hunted animals. 

 

Would you believe there's one type of hound that can also help stop crime? It's true! Meet the bloodhound. 

Bloodhounds have a very, very good sense of smell. Researchers estimate that their sense of smell is at least 

1,000 times stronger than a human's. Police departments around the world have learned to use this special 

power to their advantage. 

 

Ever wonder what happens when police use a bloodhound to help find a missing person? Let's find out. 

 

When a bloodhound sniffs a scent article, such as a piece of clothing, air rushes through the dog's nasal cavity. 

The scent of the person creates an “odor image" (a sort of smell photograph) in the dog's brain. 
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The odor image is created from a variety of smells that a human cannot detect, including sweat, breath and skin. 

Although the world is full of smells, a bloodhound's sense of smell is so powerful that it can use the odor image 

to pick out the exact scent trail it needs. 

 

Once the bloodhound finds a scent trail matching the odor image, it can follow that specific smell despite all the 

other odors in the environment. Bloodhounds have been known to follow a scent trail for more than 130 miles! 

If someone has ever walked past you wearing perfume, you've probably noticed that, within a few minutes, the 

smell disappears. A bloodhound's sense of smell is so strong that it can still smell a trail up to 300 hours old! 

That would be like someone walking past you wearing perfume and still being able to smell it 13 days later! 

The nose isn't the only part of bloodhounds well-suited for tracking. Their signature wrinkly skin helps trap 

scents, too. Their long, droopy ears also act as scent sweepers, dragging the ground and sweeping scents toward 

their noses. 

 

For nearly 200 years, bloodhounds have helped law enforcement personnel track missing persons and criminals. 

Although today's police forces have exciting new technologies available, many believe bloodhounds are still the 

best option when it comes to tracking. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sue Sappok is still trailing… anyone interested in trailing?  Learning how to trail?  Want to 
find out more about it?  Get in touch with Sue …..760-954-8485 or suesappok@yahoo.com  
 
Stacy Mattson has also offered to help anyone interested in trailing.  Contact Stacy at  
714 852-3212 or  BloodhoundsWest@msn.com

 

                                                          
 
 
 
If anyone is interested in learning how to trail with your Bloodhound, this is for you.  The following (taken from 
American Bloodhound Club) gives some very basic ideas on how to start your puppy/dog.  The first step is the 
Runaway.  See below. 
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Runaways 

Initially the runner will play with the dog and get it excited to follow.  You will hold the lead and have it 
attached to a harness on your dog.  The runner will go about 25 feet away and call the dog. The handler (you) 
will give the dog the cue word (i.e.‘Track’) to start and allow the dog to go to the runner. When the dog 
reaches the runner the dog receives praise and/or rewards. 

 The length of the runaway gradually increases. 
 The next step is to have the runner duck around a corner or tree. 
 After that the runner ducks around two corners. It is always exciting to watch the dog go around the 

corner expecting to see his runner and when he does not how instinctively the nose drops to the ground 
and the dog begins to work.   Thrilling!! 

 
Getting the harness on to do a trail… 
 

 
 
 
 
 

MEMORY PICTURES – Recognize any? 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Hope you enjoyed and recognized some of these photos.  Send me 
some pictures and info of your Bloodhound(s) and tell us about your 
adventures. 
 
 
 
 



Glaucoma: Time to look past the eyelids!  

 (Source:  American Bloodhound Club) 

by Marybeth Cline, DVM & Eileen Peers 

Bloodhounds and Ophthalmologists: two words that are seldom put together. Brings to many minds the polar 
bipartisanship we see in our politicians! Many of us have had the experience of seeing the pain on an 
ophthalmologist’s face when they see a bloodhound. We have all been conditioned to be mindful of our 
lovely, loose eyelids; not too folded in, not folded out, and watch that pesky third eyelid too! Time to look past 
those eyelids!! Those of us that breed may do the occasional CERF test as recommended, provided we find a 
clinic at a show….and its cheap. How many of us actually know what a CERF test is looking for? It is a test for 
an inherited, degenerative disease of the retina that will cause progressive blindness. I contend that there is 
an inherited disease of bloodhound eyes just as sinister and far more common that is NOT being regularly 
screened for: Glaucoma. 

We have all heard the term. It is a term that can immediately cause the sick feeling in the pit of the 
stomach…and it should. It is among one of the most common causes of acute blindness in dogs. Its causes can 
be many fold: some that are called primary (congenital or inherited) some are secondary to other causes or 
injuries. We will discuss both here, but for breeders, the one to worry about is primary glaucoma. Long 
thought to be mostly a disease of smaller breed dogs or arctic breeds, it is becoming more recognized in other 
breeds of dogs, including our beautiful bloodhounds. 

Eye Anatomy 

The “plumbing” of the eye, if you will, is a complex system that produces and circulates the fluids of the eye, 
and then drains them to maintain a safe and constant pressure within the eye itself. The aqueous humor (fluid 
in the eye) is produced in the rear chamber of the eye by cells called the nonpigmented ciliary epithelium. The 
aqueous fluid produced, circulates to the front chamber of the eye (the one you can see if you look at your 
dog’s eyes) where it drains at the iridiocorneal angle (the place where the dog’s cornea and iris meet along the 
edge of the eye. If too much fluid is produced, or the drains that allow the fluid to escape are compromised, 
the pressure of that fluid in the eye immediately starts to increase, called glaucoma. 

Primary vs Secondary 

Primary Glaucoma is most often a bilateral, breed related disease. It is most often characterized by the eye 
having no apparent abnormalities on a routine eye exam. While most dogs will present at first with only one 
eye affected, over 50% of those dogs will go on to develop disease in the other eye. It has been shown that 
many breeds are considered predisposed including beagles, and bassets to name a few. Additionally, female 
dogs may be at increased risk, and onset of signs will be in dogs usually aged 5-10 years. (1) In all types of 
primary glaucomas, fluid production is normal, but the drainage angles are malformed, decreasing aqueous 
fluid outflow and increasing intraocular pressure. 

Secondary Glaucoma is just what it suggests; it is secondary to some other disease process or injury. There are 
a number of systemic diseases that can lead to glaucoma as a result. Systemic infections (bacterial or fungal) 
or autoimmune diseases, can have glaucoma as merely a symptom of a much bigger disease process. 
Traumatic injuries to the eye, tumors of the eye, or infections in the eye, can also impact either production of 



fluid or create clogged or swollen drainage passages, leading to an increase in eye pressures, again secondary 
to another issue. 

Clinical Signs and Diagnosis 

The clinical signs of glaucoma are fast moving. As a dog owner, you will see a very rapid onset of a red, painful, 
tearing eye. The dog will probably either be squinting, or have the third eyelid prominent. Any of these signs is 
a call for a trip to the veterinarian. Do not wait. Time is of the essence. ALL RED EYES SHOULD BE PRESSURE 
CHECKED! All veterinarians are taught this mantra when studying eye health issues in veterinary school, and 
dog owners should know it too! Normal pressure in eyes is below 25 mm/Hg. Any increase in pressure beyond 
this will cause compression and permanent damage to the optic nerve, rendering the dog blind in a matter of 
hours to days if not corrected. This increase in pressure is always painful to the dog. In more extreme cases, 
the cornea of the eye will appear a hazy light blue color, or the eyeball itself may appear enlarged, compared 
to the normal eye. Your regular veterinarian will be able to check the pressure in the eyes in minutes with a 
simple test using an instrument called a tonometer. A drop or two of topical anesthetic, and a few taps with 
the tonometer (an instrument that looks like a magic marker with a rubber tip) and a digital reading will be 
known. Based on that reading, if pressures are elevated, there are a number of treatment options ranging 
from eye drops, to oral medications, or even a trip to the ophthalmologist for consult and surgery in difficult 
cases, but it is treatable and controllable. 

But the concern for breeders is early detection on breeding animals. There is a test for that! Time to “reach 
across the aisle” and make friends with the ophthalmologist! The test is called gonioscopy. In this test, the eye 
specialist uses a specialized instrument to examine those drainage angles in the eye we discussed earlier. If 
those drainage areas are malformed or smaller than normal, the aqueous fluid cannot drain properly, thus 
certainly leading to a backup of fluid and an increase in eye pressure. With this test, it can be determined if a 
dog is at risk for development of the disease, and a potential carrier of the problem. 

GOING FORWARD WITH GONIOSCOPY 

More and more breed clubs and health professionals involved with dog breeding are suggesting adding 
gonioscopy to the CERF test for eye health testing of breeding stock, including your ABC Health Committee. It 
is more of an expense, as it is an additional test, but the implications for future eye health and clearance of 
breeding stock cannot be ignored. It IS something we see in our breed, and we DO need to be on the lookout 
for it. If you can get the advanced notice of risk on a dog, you can take steps to save his sight, and have an 
additional tool in your arsenal to evaluate any potential breeding stock for this devastating disease. 

 

Famous Movie and Television Bloodhounds 
 

The Beverly Hillbillies' Bloodhound Duke was portrayed as a lazy dog that just lies around all day.  This is not 

like the breed at all, they are full of energy for the most part.  The first Bloodhound to play Duke was named 

Stretch who retired at the age of thirteen when a younger version took over the role.  Stretch was also in the 

movie "No Time for Sergeants". 

 

A Bloodhound named Samantha played in the movie "Amos & Andy" as well as "Dave's World". 
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In the movie "Best in Show" there was a Bloodhound named Hubert  played by Ch. Quiet Creek’s Stand By Me, 

“Rocky”. 

 In the movie, "The Borrowers" a Bloodhound named Mr. Smelly played a part. 

 

Two females played the Bloodhound named Buddy in the movie "Cats & Dogs" by the names of Maggie and 

Daisy. 

 

Other movies that had Bloodhounds as part of the cast were "Cool Hand Luke", "C.S.I.-Crime Scene 

Investigation" and "The Day After".  These dogs have made a name for themselves in the movie industry and 

as you know, these Bloodhounds had different parts reflecting different characteristics of the breed. 

 

Interesting Facts 

 
The Bloodhound was first used in England for Law Enforcement in 1805. They were used to track thieves and 
poachers. 
 
If you plan to show your Bloodhound, you need to discuss this with the breeder since not all Bloodhounds are 
bred for show, they are also bred for tracking/trailing. 
 
The U.S Court of Law allows evidence in courts that is recovered with the help of a Bloodhound;  this is the 
only breed of dog the court recognizes. 
 
A Bloodhound's heartbeat is between seventy and one hundred twenty beats per minute whereas a human's 
is about seventy to eighty times per minute. 
 
Two other names that the Bloodhound has been called are Chien de St. Hubert and St. Hubert Hound. 
 
It is said that a bear's sense of smell is actually seven times stronger than what a Bloodhound's is and they use 
it to stay away from danger and to find mates. 
 
The Bloodhound actually took its current name from the "blue bloods" who acquired an interest in the breed. 
It has been said William the Conqueror brought the Bloodhound to Britain in 1026 from Belgium where they 
originated. 
 
It is advised that if you have a Bloodhound, you need to keep them in a fenced in yard as they have a need to 
sniff the ground and follow smells, which leads them astray.  They will not purposely run away, it is just a 
natural instinct for them to always put their nose to the ground and follow a scent that intrigues them. 
 
These are just some of the interesting and strange facts about Bloodhounds.  They can be used for so many 
different tracking or trailing duties and for drug sniffing as well. Famous for its role as a scent hound, the 
breed will stay around for years to come 
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Show Schedule: 

January/February/March 2018 
 
Check your show websites for upcoming shows:  Jack Bradshaw; Onofrio; Info dog.   
 
 
 

Welcome to our new members: 
 

Marci Antunez 
 

And 
 

Cynthia (Cindy) Goble 
 
 Below are pictures and an article written by Cindy: 
 

 
 

Am. Champion Legacy's Siegfried "Ziggers" shown with Anne Legge,  

a.k.a. Grandma, Legacy Kennels  



 
Ziggers - Princeton, New Jersey - 1984 to 1995 

 
 

 
Ziggers - Always sophisticated and very noble 
 



 
Cindy Goble - Love is truly all that you need 

 
 

It's all about my love and passion for bloodhounds… Happy to be back! 

I am so pleased to have been named the new Trophy Chairman for the American Bloodhound Club this past summer. 

The ABC has been an integral part of my life – my family, my life blood – for the 20+ years I have been a member. My 

excitement at taking on this new role is also tinged with sadness. I take up the reins as we bid goodbye to an ABC icon, 

Anne Legge, a dear personal friend, a determined and visionary leader, a fierce advocate of the ABC, and an inspiration 

to us all. Conjuring up the tenacity of her beloved bloodhounds, Anne was a life force who could make things happen. In 

memory of her, I take up continuing Anne’s legacy as my mission and promise to carry out that mission with the same 

relentless commitment she had to the Club and the bloodhound breed. 

My involvement with bloodhounds is a story of love-at-first-sight. As a young girl growing up in Texas, the sight of a big, 

beautiful, cartoon-like dog – with ears that fell to its elbows, sad bloodshot eyes, and a droopy face to punctuate the 

look – mesmerized me enough to cause me to ignore my father’s “never cross the street alone” instructions and leap 

across the road to wrap my arms around the comical-looking dog enjoying a leisurely walk. I knew that day that I would 

be a bloodhound mom one day. 

Well, it took some time before life’s circumstances coalesced to allow me to open my door to a dog. Bacall entered my 

life. Alas, Bacall was a sweet beagle – much-beloved and my constant shadow – but not the bloodhound I still had my 

heart set on. 

In 1985, less than two years after letting Bacall into my heart, she and I welcomed a new member to the family – 

Humphrey. I was a bloodhound mom at last! Sadly, our time with beautiful Humphrey was brief – less than one year – 

but they say as one door closes, another opens. The door that opened at this time proved to be a major game-changer 

for me. Attending a local dog show within days of losing Humphrey to gain comfort from the community of bloodhound 

lovers, I met the remarkable Anne Legge for the first time. Anne was looking to place a 5-month old bloodhound named 

Ziggers. Ziggers was the first of a series of show dogs I acquired from Anne over the next few years. Darlin’, Hester, Sissy, 

and Andy followed. 



Anne was a grandmother to her bloodhounds so it seemed natural that she became a mother figure to me. I turned to 

her for guidance on everything related to bloodhounds – and eventually everything else. I admired her leadership, 

energy, and “make-it-happen” attitude and took them on as my model for life. 

A member of the ABC for some time, it was after losing Darlin’ – one of the show dogs I acquired from Anne – that my 

involvement with ABC soared to a new level. Asked by Anne to be Hospitality Chair for the next ABC National Show, I 

responded that I was too depressed by the loss of Darlin’ to do much of anything. She didn’t relent and responded with 

wise words, “Cindy, that’s exactly the reason you should take this role!” I eventually agreed with the understanding that 

everything I did would be in memory of that sweet dog, Darlin’. 

Teamed together, Anne and I were a force to be reckoned with. Anne brought fresh ideas and a clear vision for the 

show; I took pride in implementing her vision. One of our great successes was convincing Willard Scott of the NBC Today 

Show to dedicate a time slot to the ABC, generating free national publicity. I learned so much in collaborating with Anne 

– most importantly her “never take no as an answer” mindset. In fact, the word “no” now just fuels the fire and makes 

me even more determined to succeed.  

There were periods of great joy and great sadness as dogs came and went. Amidst a period of personal challenges, 

attending dog shows was no longer a pleasure for me. While I maintained my friendship with Anne, I withdrew more and 

more from the ABC. In 2003, I found myself without any dogs for the first time since Bacall entered my life. I allowed 

ABC membership to lapse in 2005.  

Revived by a move to sunny Southern California in 2008, I eventually felt the call of the bloodhounds again. By 2014, I 

was ready to return to active duty with the organization and shared these thoughts with Anne. It was through her 

intervention that I now have the honor to serve as Trophy Chairman. 

With the recent loss of Anne, I will do what I did in 1988 when Darlin’ suddenly died. I promise to pour every drop of my 

energy into the needs of the ABC – continuing Anne’s legacy as a way to honor all that she did for me – and for all the 

dog people she loved so much. I will always remember Anne as my mentor and my "adopted" mother – and as Grandma 

Legge to my four-legged floppy-eared children.  

And as I look to continue her legacy, I’ve reflected on what ABC has meant to me. More than anything it was a 

supportive family of friends who shared the love of the bloodhound breed. As a bloodhound Mom – and now Aunt Cindy 

to numerous bloodhounds – I’ve come to realize that just as it takes a village to raise a child, so it is for bloodhounds. 

I’ve found just about everything I need for both myself and my dogs within my family of friends and supporters in the 

ABC. 

So as I begin my tenure as Trophy Chairman, I encourage you to make your membership meaningful – to get to know 

other members and involve yourself in club activities. The ABC plans regular activities at regional and national shows and 

there are a host of committees ready to welcome new members. I urge you to consider participating. Each of you has a 

special talent and every talent you share with the Club will make the ABC stronger. And the ABC is intent on including 

the interests of all its members and the Club is currently open to new ideas, so please make sure your voice is heard. Just 

as it did for me, the bloodhound breed, the Club, and all of its members will benefit from your active participation. 

Cynthia “Cindy” Goble 

 

 
 
 



Thank you Cindy and Welcome to Bloodhounds West 
Southern Chapter. 
 
 
Membership Committee:   Sherri McGuire is handling all of the 
Club’s membership responsibilities.   Send your dues or questions 
about membership to Sherri at 17680 Linden St., Hesperia, CA 
92345 (760) 964-7123; or halnbns@aol.com.   Get your dues in 
now! 
 
Please mail your renewal or new application ( listed below) along 
with your check for dues to Sherri McGuire at the above address.  
Thank you.   Do not hesitate to call if you have any questions. 
 
 
 
 

Club Dues are due in January 2018. 
 

mailto:halnbns@aol.com


 



 
 

 
Sherri McGuire sends a big thank you to all who contributed to 
her gift that was sent to her for well wishes while she was sick. 
 
 

THANK YOU EVERYONE!!! 
 
 
 



Frequently Asked Questions about 
Bloodhounds – Source:  American Bloodhound Club 

By Adriana Pavlinovic 

Are they active? 

YES, YES, YES! Contrary to the Hollywood movies & TV stereotype this is 
not a lethargic porch dog. Remember that bloodhounds were originally developed for stamina in hunting 
centuries ago, and are commonly used for search and rescue or law enforcement. Bloodhounds are happiest 
when working, or using up their energy . This can be done daily with walks, jogging (adult hounds only), 
swimming, playing fetch, trying AKC tracking, obedience, rally, agility, or ABC mantrailing, hiking on leash, or a 
variety of other physical pursuits. A bored bloodhound equals trouble! A pooped Bloodhound is a happy 
hound and therefore a happy owner. 

Can they live in an apartment? 
Rarely. The success of this would depend totally on you. You would need to make a serious and dedicated 
commitment to providing lots of exercise several times a day in all types of weather. If you currently live in an 
apartment, please consider a breed that does not require as much exercise and activity and/or wait to get a 
bloodhound when you are in a house with a fenced backyard. 

How big do they get? 
Adult bloodhounds are a large/extra large breed. The bloodhound breed standard gives the heights at 25″-27″ 
for males, and 23″-25″ for females. However it is very common to have males and females taller than those 
heights. The breed standard gives the weights at 80-110lbs, but there will be proportionally greater weights in 
a taller dog i.e. there are bloodhounds in the 120lb to 130+lb range, so as a rule of thumb be prepared for a 
100+lb dog at least. 

What colors do they come in? 
The breed standard names three colors- Red, Black & Tan, and Liver & Tan. It also states that a small amount 
of white is permissible on the chest, feet, and tip of stern (tail). Within each of those three colors are various 
shades or pigment amounts. For example the Black & Tan can range from a mostly tan dog with a few black 
hairs to an almost all black dog with tan eyebrows, and the Red can range from a dark Irish Setter red to a 

http://www.americanbloodhoundclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/FAQ1.jpg


Golden Retriever blond. The Liver & Tan is identified by its tan/pink nose and can again range from a light tan 
with a few chocolate hairs to an almost all chocolate coat with tan eyebrows. There are no color preferences. 
There are no personality traits or trainability traits associated with any specific color. 

Do they drool? 
Yes. Not all of the time, and some may drool more than others especially because of the square muzzle and 
loose lips. Bloodhound owners commonly carry a drool towel when out with their dogs. 

Do they bark? 
Bloodhounds make a distinctive deep chested sound called a bay. Most are not barkers, but will sound off with 
the “rooooo” if they catch scent of something interesting in the air. Bloodhounds are very intelligent though, 
and if you have another dog that barks, they can easily learn to bark from them. 

Are they a guard dog? 
No. However they are wonderful watch dogs…they will watch a stranger take your TV, and then watch and 
welcome as the stranger comes back for your computer. The trade off is… that a well trained bloodhound can 
find the stranger by trailing him/her down later on. 

Are they good with children? 
Most are. The majority of bloodhounds enjoy children, but most bloodhounds are unaware of their size and 
strength and should be supervised like all breeds with toddlers and infants. The active bloodhound can 
accidentally knock down a small child, so a good rule of thumb is 5 years and older. 

Are they good with other dogs? 
Generally yes. Bloodhounds were originally bred to hunt in a pack and enjoy the companionship & play of 
other dogs, which is another wonderful way to exercise your hound. 

Do they dig? 
Some do, especially in the hot summer months, a hole to lie in. If you are a meticulous gardener, or do not 
want an area dug, fence it off. 

Do they jump or climb? 
Some do, so a 5’ or preferably 6’ fence is recommended. 

http://www.americanbloodhoundclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/FAQ2.jpg


Do they need above ground fencing? 
Yes, Yes, Yes! The Bloodhound nose/sense of smell is an amazing tool carefully bred for centuries, and also 
their worst enemy. Bloodhounds will naturally follow an interesting scent, and have no road/vehicle sense. A 
loose Bloodhound is a dead Bloodhound. Even Bloodhound owners who have earned obedience titles with 
their hound keep their dog on leash when out of a fenced yard. 

What about invisible fencing? 
No. Invisible fencing does not work well with Bloodhounds. Many Bloodhounds have a high pain threshold and 
also a natural barrier to the electric shock via the loose skin about the head and neck. Once out of a yard the 
Bloodhound will eagerly use its freedom to investigate the scents of the neighborhood and roadways. 

Do they shed? 
Yes. Usually twice a year in the late spring and late fall, but others with a thicker undercoat may shed year 
round. Getting into a weekly grooming routine will help here. The cleaning of ears and eyes, trimming of 
toenails and brushing of coat weekly is a part of life for any Bloodhound owner. 

What training do they need? 
Like all breeds of dogs, Bloodhounds should have some type of positive socialization class and/or basic 
obedience class (sit, stay, walking on leash, etc.). Your Bloodhound may not be the star of the class, but this is 
useful for many reasons including creating a bond between you and your hound, allowing for ease of 
veterinary care, and being a good canine citizen. 

Disclaimer: This article is provided by the American Bloodhound Club purely as the personal opinion of the 
author for informational purposes only. The American Bloodhound Club, it's members and the author make no 
warranty, express or implied, or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of this information or will be liable for any loss, damages, claims or injury that accompany or result 
from any use of this material. This article may not be copied or distributed without the inclusion of this 
disclaimer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

BLOODHOUNDS WEST – SOUTHERN CHAPTER 

Dec. 9, 2017 Meeting Minutes Costa Mesa Show 

 

ROLL CALL: Evelyn Jones opens the meeting at 12:35 p.m. 

Introduction of Guests and Members: 

GUESTS: Cindy Goble, Cherrill Renwick, Nicole Petula, Leur Petula, Sierra Day, 

Jeffe  

MEMBERS: Steve Aguirre, Lynne A., Richard S., Marti S., Judi W., Marti M., 



Diane W., Stacy M., Susan H., Desiree P., Evelyn J. 

MINUTES FROM THE LAST MEETING: The minutes from the July 1, 2017 were not read.  

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT:  Well wishes for those threatened by the Ca. fires. 

We had a short discussion of safety for our pets during the Holidays. 

 There was a discussion  about inappropriate use of our membership mailing list.   The membership list can 
only be for official club business.  

A Motion was made by Lynne Aguirre that we have an official BLOODHOUNDS WEST SOUTHERN CHAPTER e-
mail with a password that only the President, the Recording Secretary, and Corresponding Secretary will have.  
Lyn Sherman seconded the motion and it passed. 

Evelyn Jones will set it up. 

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY: Robbie Davis was in the Hospital, it would be nice if others 
could send her a note.  A note was sent to Lisa Jones for the passing of her mom.   

THE REPORT FROM THE TREASURE: Lynne Aguirre read and submitted a worksheet. Ending balance as of the 
end of Oct. 30,2017… $8,360.74 

 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEES: Nominating Committee: Judy Walker reported that the nominating committee 
proposed a slate of officers for 2018.  There was a challenge for three of the positions; The President , the 
Recording Secretary, and the Treasurer.   

Marti Secor the Recording secretary sent out the Challenge Ballots which have to be voted on and returned by 
mail to Marti Secor by Jan. 3,2017. BWSC board will decide on three members to be inspectors of the election 
before the Jan. 6th meeting at Palm Springs Kennel Club in Indio, CA. 

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR: Sherri McGuire not present, Evelyn Jones reported we have 44 members and we had a 
new member to be voted on that day. 

ELECTION OF NEW MEMBERS: Cindy Goble she was sponsored by Evelyn Jones.  She lives in Redondo Beach. 
Cindy is a long time member of the ABC.   She has worked in membership, fundraising, and hospitality for the 
ABC.   Susan Hamil made a motion to vote in Cindy and Marti Secor seconded it.  Welcome Cindy. 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS: AWARD PROGRAM:  For any AKC award that your dog /dogs achieve in 2017 there will 
be an award given.  The awards are still to be decided on. They will be given at a future date after we receive 
the number of awards that your dogs have received. 

FUN DAY…We would like to do more pool parties as the last one was a great success.  Marti Michalis will take 
charge of the pool parties at her Ruff House Dog Facility, in Riverside.    Evelyn Jones and Lynne Aguirre are 
planning on having an Old Fashioned BWSC Fun Day at Featherly Park. It was also suggested we try some 
smaller gatherings maybe with trailing, or obedience, activities that bring the dogs and their owners together. 

 

NEW BUSINESS:  

SUPPORT THE 2018 NORTH REGIONALS: Chairs Suzi Paine  and Lisa Jones 



TRAILING EVENT FOR 2018 BLOODHOUNDS WEST SOUTH: We may have to do some smaller trailing 
workshops until we have more dogs working titles.  Stacy Mattson will be happy to meet with small groups to 
practice. Contact Stacy if you are interested in trailing and she will arrange to meet with anyone that would 
like to start their dogs or continue working their dogs in trailing.   

GOALS FOR 2018: Increase membership, small fun days, trailing workshops, fundraising at all meetings (with 
the Nationals in mind) inclusion of all dog owners and friends of dogs.  

NATIONALS 2020: Lyn Sherman reports that the ABC has new guide lines and time frames that we need to 
follow in the planning of the national.  We have to have committees assigned, contract signed for the facility, 
and a proposed budget approved between eighteen months and two years before the actual event. San Diego 
was brought up as a possible area for the National, as it has a nearby airport that can handle large dog crates 
for the convenience of exhibitors and dogs flying in to the area.   There is a lot of planning to be done to have 
a successful National! 

CALENDAR FOR THE REGIONAL/NATIONAL: Lynne Aguirre talked about  the possibility of changing the time 
frame of how we share the National and Regionals with the Northern club.   

Next Meeting Jan.6,2018 in Indio 

MEETING AJOURMENT Motion to adjourn by Lynne A. and seconded by Marti Secor. 
Meeting adjourned at 1:30pm. 
 

Minutes Recorded By    
Bloodhound West Southern Chapter 
Recording Secretary Marti Secor  
 

 

Minutes and Treasurer’s Report from the January 6, 2018 meeting will be published in the 
April 1, 2018 Newsletter.   



   



 
 
Rainbow Bridge:  No canine losses have been reported to the Editor to be included in the Newsletter.  If there 
were any…our hearts are with you. 
 

 

HELLOOOOOOOOO… any body out there?   Did you all move?   Do you 

still have Bloodhound(s)?  Send me any info, news and/or pictures of 

you and your Bloodhound(s).  What have you been doing?  Won any 

ribbons, titles?  Are you trailing?  Have any puppies?  Been camping?  

Have ANY news?   

HELLOOOOOOOOO     

 

 

 

 

Deadline to have something included in each newsletter is the 25th prior to publish date.  This is YOUR 

newsletter, please send any information, pictures, brags to the Editor, Sue Sappok.   

Publish dates:     January 1, 2018  (President requested we change to January 10 to accommodate the voting) 
                              April 1, 2018 
                              July 1, 2018 
                October 1, 2018 
 

Newsletter Editor:   
Sue Sappok @ suesappok@yahoo.com  
or 760-954-8485 
 

mailto:suesappok@yahoo.com


Anything published in this Newsletter does not reflect the opinion of the Editor or any club or club member.  It 
is for informational and entertainment purposes only. 
 
 

Happy Valentine’s Day 

 
 
 

Have a safe, warm and happy winter!!   
Be sure to bring your pets in out of the cold, like any of you would ever 

forget!!!! 
 
 

Also, do not forget our West Coast Bloodhound Rescue.  Info is on our 
website and check out theirs.  Volunteer, foster, sponsor, donate.  

YAY!!! 
 

 


